
  

 

 

 

Mediation and arbitration of music disputes:   

An alternative forum for transnational disputes  

Dr Metka Potočnik  

Introduction  

Commercial exploitation of musical works has rarely been confined to the  domestic context. It  

is not often that artists1 perform in a single country or stay off-line. Instead artists will  seek 

audiences in multiple jurisdictions and even more importantly, share their works  via the  

Internet. Equally  musicians will not only benefit from their music (including lyrics) but also 

merchandising or endorsement  deals  and performance  contracts. It  is  now  common that 

contracts  regulating the  exploitation of rights  will  be  drafted in the  form  of 360-degree  

agreements  (Stopps  2014), which will  cover all  aspects  of valuable  assets  related to the  

creativity and image  of a musician, such as sound recordings, musical  compositions, image  

rights, merchandising and live performance work. This presents a challenge  for musicians who  

are not supported by large legal teams, because they face not  one, but potentially multiple legal  

regimes, coupled with the  complexities  of commercialisation over the  Internet  (mainly 

jurisdictional issues). It has already been argued that artists are  not always well-acquainted 

with the systems  of intellectual property (IP) laws  or court  procedures behind enforcing or 

protecting their creative works (Denoncourt 2016).2  

 

1 This chapter explores the position of  artists,  and other  creative talent in the music industry. The umbrella term  
‘artists’  includes performers, creatives, and musicians etc. 
2  Findings  in similar  vein supported with  empirical  data, which  the  author collected  in  15 semi-structured  
interviews with artists, who  expressed that IP law is complex and often difficult to understand; unless prompted,  
IP law is not high on their agenda of awareness; this empirical study is a pilot project and referenced at note 6.  
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How are therefore music disputes best resolved? And what if these disputes involve multiple 

parties, from different regions of the world? Which law will regulate an international tour? In 

order to address some of these questions, while accepting the limitations and cost of domestic 

litigation, IP organisations are focusing their efforts to highlight the benefits of ‘out-of-court’ 

dispute resolution mechanisms, offering a range of benefits to the parties of the dispute. For 

example, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) has been actively promoting 

its Arbitration and Mediation Centre (established in 1994), that operates under its institutional 

rules and has in recent years seen a rise in case load.3 In the United Kingdom (UK) the 

Intellectual Property Office (IPO) now promotes its Mediation Services as an alternative to 

court litigation.4 

Will any ‘out-of-court’ solution do? Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) is an umbrella term 

which includes mediation and arbitration. Mediation is a form of ADR, which offers the parties 

an ‘out-of-court’ forum to solve their dispute with the assistance of a neutral, the mediator. The 

approach is similar to contract negotiation, is less confrontational and is distinctive for a ‘win-

for-all’ approach. Differently arbitration is a more formal form of ADR, where an arbitrator 

(or a tribunal), solves a dispute on the facts in front of them, under the law chosen by the parties. 

In light of the foregoing, this chapter explores the suitability of mediation or arbitration for the 

settlement of music disputes, whilst also drawing a distinction between the two ADR methods. 

ADR mechanisms are promoted (e.g. by WIPO) for numerous advantages,5 including (1) a 

single procedure, or the so-called ‘one-stop-shop’ approach; (2) party autonomy; (3) neutrality 

3 Caseload has risen from 47 cases in 2009, to 179 cases in 2019 (bringing the total to over 700 mediation, 
arbitration and expert determination cases, with most cases filed in recent years) 
https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/caseload.html.
4 IP Mediation, https://www.gov.uk/guidance/intellectual-property-mediation. 

WIPO promotes these advantages specifically in IP disputes: 
https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/advantages.html. 
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of forum (as opposed to domestic courts); (4) confidentiality of disputes (as opposed to the 

public court proceedings); (5) finality of awards (challenge to an award is substantially limited 

when compared to appeals in litigation); and (6) easy enforceability of international awards 

under the New York Convention (1958) (NYC) or mediation agreements under the Singapore 

Convention (2018).6 

Informed by empirical data,7 it is argued here that the general preference for ADR over 

traditional litigation notwithstanding, there are fewer ADR advantages for individual artists 

(independents, not-signed talent), who lack the know-how in IP or contract law, or are 

unfamiliar with the ADR process. Artists who are signed by Traditional Record Labels (TRL), 

are more likely to have the infrastructure and support needed to gain access to ADR processes. 

To illustrate, an artist, who has a recording contract with a TRL, will have the support of the 

business services, accounting, marketing, public relations (PR) or access to a legal team. This 

pool of artists is however not particularly diversified in countries such as the UK or the US 

(Bain 2019; Smith et al 2020; Coogan Byrne 2020).8 This chapter therefore concludes with an 

evaluation of the suitability of mediation and/or arbitration of contractual and IP disputes in 

the music industry, from the perspective of different stakeholders, including the individual 

artist when they are not privy to expert legal advice. It is argued here, that the individual 

musician is better served in mediation. Should they decide to take their case to international 

arbitration, this might prove to be a procedure as complex as domestic court litigation. 

6 See pages xx-yy (to insert a reference, for the old sections 4 and 5). 
7 The empirical study was possible due to the support given with the Early Research Awards Scheme at the 
University of Wolverhampton (ERAS): Metka Potočnik, “Breaking Monopolies: a Feminist Approach to 
Intellectual Property Law in the Creative Industries,” (September 2019 – August 2020).
8 To illustrate the lack of diversity: (1) Bain found for the UK that “just over 14% of writers currently signed to 
publishers and just under 20% of acts signed to labels are female.” (2) Smith et al found that “women are missing 
from popular music.” (3) Coogan Bryne finds underrepresentation of female musicians across British Radio 
Stations (2019-20). 
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Music disputes 

The glocal and transnational nature of music disputes 

With the Internet, the music industry has seen a drastic shift in how it operates (Stopps 2014). 

Users and artists have changed the ways in which they create, access, listen to and exchange 

musical works. The change in the creative environment has not however been matched with a 

change in the law relating to jurisdiction for disputes: the main protection of IP assets is still 

linked to territories of states. There is no single, ‘world’ or ‘global’ IP right, which would cover 

an artist and her creative works. As soon as an artist shares her work online, they or their 

representatives should follow a ‘glocal’ strategy, which is ‘a strategy of thinking globally but 

acting locally’ (Svensson 2001: 13). 

A recorded musical composition can be protected by various types of copyright (separate 

copyright for the music and lyrics to a song), sound recordings of those musical works and 

their broadcast. For performers, a set of related, or neighbouring rights is provided. Because 

copyright is a territorial right (there is no global copyright), laws regulating the extent of 

protection can differ substantially. This means the artist must carefully contemplate any 

contractual arrangements about the use of their rights and this will often mean a detailed 

consideration of the interests of several stakeholders. Artists will also devise their own image; 

and with reputation and fame, comes the legal protection of personality or image rights (Kessler 

2017). If artists are expanding outside their craft of music (for example into the fashion 

industry) or endorsing commercial products, issues of trade marks or designs are to be thought 

of. If the artists come up with ways to improve an instrument or other technical products, 

patents will be involved. 

4 



  

 

     

      

       

          

           

     

     

        

  

 

   

         

          

         

          

         

          

          

   

 

      

        

 
                 
            

 

Contract disputes 

In order to engage with exclusive rights reserved for copyright owners (reproduction, 

distribution, communication to the public) users need permission. Permissions to access IP 

protected works are granted either by purchase or via licences. When IP is assigned (i.e. transfer 

of title), the assignee becomes the new IP rights holder. Licenses are contracts, which give third 

parties the permission from the IP rights holder to use the works protected by the IP. Licences 

will set duration, terms of the use, remuneration, the territory and exclusivity/non-exclusivity 

of use, and are usually in writing. Licences, as all other contracts, are valid between the two 

contracting parties, and can be terminated under the terms of the contract or the law, applicable 

to the contract. Licences or other contracts in the music industry might contain ADR clauses. 

Intellectual property disputes 

In cases where there is no contract between musicians, or users of particular music (i.e. a non-

contractual dispute); or where there is an accusation of unlawful copying (i.e. IP infringement 

dispute), IP law will play an important role. Whether there are unresolved issues of copyright 

authorship/ownership; the extent of exclusive rights or copyright infringement; the rights to the 

use of personality of the artists; or perhaps trade marks resulting from a particular artists’ brand, 

IP disputes are first, and foremost territorial. Although the phenomenon of music is 

transnational or glocal, the nature of IP rights is distinctly territorial: there is no ‘world 

copyright;’ instead there is copyright in the UK, China, Nigeria, Germany, etc … 

Because IP rights are territorial, they are innately linked to a State’s sovereignty and a States’ 

discretion to grant IP monopolies as per their policies.9 Although the music industry calls for 

9 Although all World Trade Organization (WTO) Member States are bound by the minimum of IP protection set 
in the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), States have ample discretion 
to offer “more” protection in their domestic laws. 
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the effective resolution of disputes outside the confines of domestic courts, IP disputes have 

not always been deemed right for settlement outside of the supervisory court control. Experts 

have considered this as a public policy limitation in their discussions on “arbitrability” i.e. 

whether disputes in an area of law are suitable for settlement by arbitration (Potočnik 2019; 

Cook and Garcia 2010). 

The territorial nature of IP rights is however no longer a barrier to ADR mechanisms of settling 

disputes. It is now accepted in general, that IP disputes are arbitrable, which means that parties 

can solve their IP disputes effectively outside the confines of domestic courts. There is an 

important limitation to this freedom however, and that is that the validity of any IP right which 

must be registered (n.b. copyright is not a registrable right)10 will not be affected by decisions 

made outside national courts with the effects towards third parties (Cook and Garcia 2010).11 

In other words, decisions made by arbitral tribunals or by the parties in mediation will have a 

binding effect on the disputing parties alone (inter partes) and not against third parties (erga 

omnes).12 

Replacing the courts: specialised institutions 

Some countries will have specialised institutions, such as IP tribunals or courts, dealing with 

IP disputes separately. There are at present no ‘creative industries’ or ‘music’ courts, but there 

are some industry actors that will offer some forums for dispute resolution.13 For ADR of music 

10 Trade marks are registrable rights (but some States also protect unregistered trade marks); patents must be 
registered, to give protection.
11 In Switzerland even with erga omnes effect: see PIL Art.177 (disputes involving property). 
12 For example, if an arbitral tribunal find that a trade mark is descriptive and invalid, resulting in no infringement, 
this would not affect the entry of this mark on the register. The validity could only be done through an action for 
revocation, not a decision by an arbitral tribunal.
13 For example, there are several mediation commercial companies, and in the UK, one of the more well-known 
is Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution (CEDR), https://www.cedr.com. Specifically, for TM disputes, 
International Trademark Association (INTA) offers mediation services, 
https://www.inta.org/resources/mediation/. 
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disputes, parties may therefore wish to avoid ‘lay judges’ and instead employ experts at 

specialised institutions, accustomed to dealing with IP disputes. The most experienced in this 

area is the WIPO Mediation and Arbitration Centre,14 which offers services of both mediation 

and arbitration. 

The WIPO Mediation and Arbitration Centre offers a number of ADR options. The main 

benefit of WIPO ADR proceedings is the participation of experts in IP matters,15 which is not 

an expertise all international ADR specialists would share (Potočnik 2019).16Moreover, WIPO 

has recently issued ADR Rules and Model Clauses,17 which should help parties avoid some of 

the common pitfalls of newcomers to ADR proceedings, in particular with an international 

element. This builds on recent increase in technology and highly technical cases (patents), 

which include IP issues, administered by the WIPO Mediation and Arbitration Centre.18 In 

these cases, the literature supports the use of WIPO arbitration (Laturno 1996; Martin 1996). 

WIPO supports the use of the WIPO Arbitration and Mediation rules through a series of 

industry targeted events19 under the auspices of its Mediation and Arbitration Centre. 

14 https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/background.html. 
15WIPO’s List of Neutrals: https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/neutrals/. 
16 Potočnik empirically confirmed that international arbitrators are not that “comfortable” with IP law, but equally, 
they are flexible to learn its rules.
17 (1) Mediation: WIPO Mediation Rules (“MR”) (Effective from 1 January 2020); Mediation Model Clause, 
https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/mediation/. (2) Arbitration: WIPO Arbitration Rules (Effective from 1 
January 2020); Arbitration Model Clause, https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/arbitration/.
18 In 2019, there were 179 cases (from 40 cases in 2010), and they include disputes arising from: “licensing 
agreements (e.g., trademarks, patents, copyright, software); research and development agreements; technology 
transfer agreements; distribution agreements, franchising agreements; Information Technology agreements; data 
processing agreements; joint venture agreements; consultancy agreements; art marketing agreements; TV 
distribution and formats; film production; copyright collective management; cases arising out of agreements in 
settlement of prior court litigation.”
19 https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/events/. 
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Dispute settlement through agreement: mediation 

Not to be confused with negotiations, conciliation or arbitration, mediation is a form of ADR 

proceedings where parties to a dispute agree to settle their dispute by communicating to each 

other with the skilled assistance of a mediator (a ‘neutral’) (Blake et al 2018). Mediators are 

independent and must remain impartial, but unlike judges or arbitrators, they will not have a 

final say. It is the parties that will either agree on the form of settlement, or not. Mediation is 

also praised for enabling an imaginative approach to solutions, which will often result in a 

‘win-for-all’ outcome of the case (De Girolamo 2016). 

The legal framework 

Parties are legally bound by any agreements made in their ‘agreement to mediate’ (or mediation 

contract/clause).20 The process of mediation, when regulated, sources its rules either 

internationally or domestically. Internationally there are two legal instruments available for 

countries aiming to create a mediation-friendly environment. First, the UN Commission for 

International Trade and Commerce has prepared a ‘template’ or ‘model law’ on mediation 

(UNCITRAL Mediation Model Law (MML)).21 To date, thirty-three countries have been 

influenced by the MML.22 

The second relevant legal development from the perspective of the music industry, as a ‘global’ 

or ‘glocal’ industry, is the adoption of the Singapore Convention on Mediation in 2018.23 It has 

always been stated that the success of international commercial arbitration24 can be attributed 

20 See pages xx-yy (section 4.2). 
21 UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Mediation and International Settlement Agreements 
Resulting from Mediation, 2018 (amending the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial 
Conciliation, 2002).
22 Status regularly updated: https://uncitral.un.org/en/texts/arbitration/modellaw/commercial_conciliation/status. 
23 The United Nations Convention on International Settlement Agreements Resulting from Mediation (2018). 
24 See pages xx-yy (section 5). 
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to the ease of enforcement under NYC (Redfern and Hunter 2015).25 States wishing to promote 

international arbitration have signed on to the standards of enforcement under NYC, and there 

are currently 165 signatory States. Until recently, mediation settlement agreements (“MSAs”) 

did not have an equivalent legal framework, making it more difficult to get legal recognition 

for any agreements reached in mediation proceedings with an international element. This has 

now changed, and the Singapore Convention on Mediation has already fifty-two signatories 

and four parties.26 If NYC is any indication, this Mediation Convention is expected to have 

many more signatories in the next few years. States, wishing to promote mediation in 

international commercial disputes will wish to offer a legal framework, which will facilitate a 

quick and simple enforcement of international mediation settlement agreements. The 

Singapore Convention offers rules, which make a jurisdiction ‘mediation friendly.’ 

States which have not adopted MML, have their own rules, and parties wishing to understand 

those, would need to consult the domestic legal framework separately. In the United Kingdom 

(UK), which has not followed the guidance of MML, mediation is not heavily regulated (Wechs 

Hatanaka 2018). Some aspects of cross-border mediation are harmonised through the EU 

Mediation Directive, which contains the rules on the enforceability of mediation agreements; 

confidentiality and limitation/prescription periods.27 

There is another set of rules that parties are encouraged to be familiar with when thinking of 

mediation. ADR Centres across the world have sought to help individuals and businesses 

wishing to make greater use of ADR mechanisms by drafting helpful mediation rules. 

25 See pages xx-yy (section 5.4). 
The UN keeps records of the signatories and entry into force: 

https://treaties.un.org/pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXII-4&chapter=22&clang=_en.
27 Directive 2008/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2008 on certain aspects of 
mediation in civil and commercial matters (OJ L 136, 24 May 2008). Situation after Brexit, is due to its 
uncertainty, not contemplated. 
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Examples include Mediation Rules by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC);28 or 

WIPO Mediation Rules, specifically for IP disputes.29 These rules will apply only if both 

parties agree to their application. 

Access to mediation 

Mediation can only begin if the two parties in a legal dispute agree to solve this dispute through 

mediation. The agreement can be made either before the dispute arises (Mediation Agreement 

(MA) for future disputes); or alternatively, parties can agree to settle their dispute in mediation 

after the dispute has already arisen (Mediation Submission Agreement (MSA)).30 When an 

agreement has not been made yet, parties can request the mediation to start through the WIPO 

Centre (Unilateral Request for Mediation (URM)).31 Here the case will proceed only if the 

other party consents to the proceedings. Accordingly, all mediation discussed here, is voluntary 

and based on parties’ consent. 

Mediation agreements need not be overly formal, but in order to ensure their legal effectiveness 

and avoid and issues for the future, it is recommended that the parties follow institutional model 

clauses. To illustrate, WIPO offers a clear Model MA, which is to be inserted in the main legal 

agreement (i.e. the main contract), 

Any dispute, controversy or claim arising under, out of or relating to this 
contract and any subsequent amendments of this contract, including, without 
limitation, its formation, validity, binding effect, interpretation, performance, 
breach or termination, as well as non-contractual claims, shall be submitted to 
mediation in accordance with the WIPO Mediation Rules. The place of 
mediation shall be [specify place]. The language to be used in the mediation 
shall be [specify language].32 

28 Effective from 1 January 2014. 
29 See section 4.3. 
30 WIPO MR Art.3. 
31 WIPO MR Art.4. Form provided online, https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/mediation/. 
32 https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/mediation/. WIPO also offers a model MSA and URM. 
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Mediation proceedings 

Mediation proceedings are informal and confidential. WIPO Mediation Rules have only a 

handful of provisions that will set some procedural rules, but only in the broadest terms. 

Proceedings are facilitated and organised by the mediator (with the assistance of the ADR 

Centre if agreed by the parties) and all mediators must be independent, neutral, and impartial.33 

Mediation proceedings will begin once the Request for Mediation has been sent to the ADR 

Centre by the party who has initiated the proceedings.34 After consent is established, the parties 

must appoint a mediator.35 If they find it useful, more than one mediator can be appointed. 

Particularly in music disputes it is recommended they also be experts in IP law, and if possible, 

musical experts (i.e. musicologists or on the business of music). When parties fail to agree on 

a mediator in an effective manner, the ADR Centre might have the appointing authority and 

name a mediator for them.36 

Once a mediator is in place, a schedule of meetings is to be agreed with the parties.37 Parties 

can choose to be represented in the mediation meetings but legal representation is not 

mandatory.38 If the parties do not agree specifically on how to conduct the proceedings, the 

mediator has the discretion to conduct the proceedings as they find appropriate and in 

accordance to the applicable Mediation Rules.39 Both the mediator, and the parties, have the 

duty to cooperate and conduct the mediation as expeditiously as possible.40 

33 WIPO MR Art.8; also, a ground to refuse relief under the Singapore Convention on Mediation Art.5(1)(e). 
34 WIPO MR Art.6. 
35 WIPO procedure detailed in WIPO MR Art.7. 
36 WIPO MR Art.7(a)(v),(b). 
37 WIPO MR Art.13 (referring to a timetable for submissions). 
38 WIPO MR Art.9. 
39 WIPO MR Art.10. 
40 WIPO MR Art.11. 
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Mediators usually have the authority to meet with parties in private sessions, which will remain 

confidential (Blake et al 2018).41 So-called caucus sessions are also available under WIPO 

Mediation Rules, which expressly stipulate that the information shared with the mediator in 

separate meetings is not to be disclosed to the other party, and is to remain confidential, unless 

express agreement to the contrary has been made.42 

Outcome of mediation 

A successful mediation ends with the parties’ agreement. This is not the same as a court 

decision or an arbitral award. Mediators cannot impose their judgement on the parties. Instead, 

it is the will of the parties to reach a settlement regarding their future legal relationship. The 

binding nature of MSA originates with the parties’ having made an agreement. This result is 

often referred to as a ‘mediation settlement’ or ‘a settlement agreement.’ Courts will however 

assist with the enforcement of these agreements, when one of the settlement parties refuses to 

honour such a settlement. If Singapore Convention on Mediation applies, such settlement 

agreements are now much easier to recognise and enforce in multiple jurisdictions across the 

world.43 

If mediation fails, all documentation or communication from the mediation proceedings 

remains confidential cannot be used in subsequent arbitration or litigation.44 It is also worth 

stating that any party can terminate mediation proceedings without any risk to its legal position 

at any time. All information from a failed mediation must remain confidential. Under some 

41 WIPO MR Art.12. 
42 WIPO MR Art.12. 
43 In practice, it is helpful to have access to court enforcement proceedings in any State where the debtor might 
have assets which could be sold to satisfy any outstanding debt.
44 WIPO MR Arts 15-19. 
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rules, termination of a mediation must be done in writing.45When the parties are mediating in 

the UK there are distinct obligations when mediating on the referral of the courts and some 

important cost implications reinforce the parties’ good faith obligation to attempt to mediate 

earnestly (De Girolamo 2016).46 

Dispute settlement through private courts: arbitration 

Arbitration is another form of ADR, which sits between the more informal mediation on the 

one hand and the formal litigation in front of domestic courts on the other hand. There are a 

number of distinct advantages to arbitration, and in particular international arbitration, but there 

are also some specifics which might make it less accessible to individual artists. Arbitration is 

built on party autonomy which leads directly to greater flexibility to design arbitration 

proceedings. This can however only be done effectively if both parties have the funds and 

experience needed to conduct arbitration proceedings to their best interest. 

The legal framework 

There are distinct legal sources in arbitration, which have clear hierarchy amongst them. The 

first, and the most important legal source is the parties’ agreement to arbitrate.47 The parties’ 

autonomy is the corner stone to every arbitration and can only be limited in cases of mandatory 

rules (Cook and Garcia 2010; Redfern and Hunter, 2015), such as rules for challenging an 

arbitrator for conflict of interest48 or challenging an award.49 The second legal source are 

arbitral rules, which the parties have agreed to use. Parties can choose to have their arbitration 

administered by an arbitral institution (i.e. institutional rules) or can adopt arbitral rules 

45 WIPO MR Art.19(iii). 
46 Parties should attempt a good faith mediation, at the risk of cost sanctions: Halsey v Milton Keynes General 
NHS Trust [2004] EWCA (Civ) 576; [2004] 1 WLR 3002. 
47 See pages xx-yy (cross reference to the old section 5.2). 
48 Section 24 Arbitration Act 1996. 
49 Sections 67-69 Arbitration Act 1996. 
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prepared for application in individual cases (i.e. ad hoc arbitration). Examples of institutional 

rules include LCIA Rules;50 ICC Rules;51 WIPO Rules;52 AAA Rules53 or SIAC Rules,54 to 

name but a few. The oft used ad hoc arbitration rules are UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules 

(Redfern and Hunter, 2015).55 

The third legal source in arbitration are the domestic laws at the place of arbitration (lex (loci) 

arbitri) (Cook and Garcia 2010). Also known as the ‘law of the seat,’56 these are the domestic 

legal rules on (international) arbitration at the legal place of arbitration. The place of arbitration, 

or the ‘seat’ is often chosen by the parties in their arbitration agreement. This law has had its 

role decreased over the years, but continues to be important (1) in its application to domestic 

arbitration; (2) as a support mechanism to international arbitration, when enforcement against 

third parties is requested through courts; (3) as a gap-fill set of procedural rules when the parties 

do not settle a matter expressly; and (4) as a guardian of the public interest (Redfern and 

Hunter, 2015). The law of the seat has seen its fair share of harmonisation through the 

UNCITRAL Model Law instrument,57 but some countries like the UK,58 have found ways to 

keep some of their unique legal infrastructure. 

The final legal source in arbitration, which most authorities count as pivotal to the 

overwhelming success of international commercial arbitration since the 1960s, is the NYC.59 

This convention sets the minimum standard of the enforcement and recognition of foreign 

50 London Court of International Arbitration, Arbitration Rules (2014). 
51 International Chamber of Commerce, Arbitration Rules (2017). 
52 See references at note 14. 
53 American Arbitration Association (AAA) Commercial Arbitration Rules and Mediation Procedures (2013). 
54 Singapore International Arbitration Centre (SIAC) Arbitration Rules (2017). 
55 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules (as amended in 2010). 
56 Section 3 Arbitration Act 1996. 
57 UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration (1985, with amendments in 2006). 
58 If parties choose the legal seat of their arbitration to be the UK, the law of the seat is the Arbitration Act 1996. 
59 The United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York, 
1958). 
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arbitral awards. This means that in most cases decisions rendered by international commercial 

arbitral tribunals under a valid arbitration agreement as set in Article II NYCwill be recognised 

in any ratifying country. Domestic courts do not have the flexibility to impose barriers or 

obstacles to enforcement, if these are not listed in NYC. Comparatively it is easier to get 

satisfaction on an arbitral award than a foreign court judgement.60 This is because there is no 

comparable multilateral convention, which would simplify the recognition and enforcement 

procedure for foreign court decisions.61 

Access to arbitration 

An arbitration can only take place if the parties agree to entrust their disputes to an independent 

and impartial tribunal to the exclusion of the jurisdiction of courts. There are two ways of 

establishing consent in arbitration: firstly, before the dispute has arisen (i.e. for future disputes, 

via an arbitration clause); or alternatively, after the dispute arose (i.e. a submission agreement). 

The content of submission agreements will be complex and will involve technical and detailed 

legal drafting on the part of both (all) parties involved. In contrast, arbitration agreements for 

future disputes are usually done in brief form and will rarely extend beyond a paragraph or 

two. All arbitration agreements are valid, when parties agree to take their dispute to arbitration 

(i.e. finality of arbitration), to the exclusion of national courts (Redfern and Hunter, 2015).62 

Arbitration clauses are common in international commercial contracts (Redfern and Hunter, 

2015), but are not always carefully planned or negotiated. That is different with submission 

agreements, which are more difficult to negotiate, as the parties are already in a legal dispute 

(Redfern and Hunter 2015). 

60 Contracting States: http://www.newyorkconvention.org/countries. 
61 There is an exception in the EU, with court decisions of domestic courts of EU Member States being easily 
recognized and enforced under the rules of the Brussels Regulation 1215/2012.
62 NYC Art.II. 
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Having learned from past cases, arbitral institutions offer a number of model arbitration 

clauses. Any party new to arbitration proceedings is strongly encouraged to consult a model 

clause of an institution in order to minimise the risk of an invalid arbitration agreement. WIPO 

offers the following Model Arbitration Clause, 

Any dispute, controversy or claim arising under, out of or relating to this 
contract and any subsequent amendments of this contract, including, without 
limitation, its formation, validity, binding effect, interpretation, performance, 
breach or termination, as well as non-contractual claims, shall be referred to 
and finally determined by arbitration in accordance with theWIPOArbitration 
Rules. The arbitral tribunal shall consist of [a sole arbitrator][three arbitrators]. 
The place of arbitration shall be [specify place]. The language to be used in 
the arbitral proceedings shall be [specify language]. The dispute, controversy 
or claim shall be decided in accordance with the law of [specify jurisdiction].63 

One of the peculiarities of the music industry, or more broadly, IP disputes in general is that 

often the disputing parties will not be in a prior contractual relationship. Whereas that is not 

common in international commercial arbitration generally, IP infringement claims will often 

occur outside of, or separate from any contractual relationships. In those cases, the WIPO’s 

recommendation for a brief form of Submission Agreement is uncharacteristic when compared 

to other institutional rules, yet a welcome instrument to parties new to music arbitration: 

We, the undersigned parties, hereby agree that the following dispute shall be 
referred to and finally determined by arbitration in accordance with the WIPO 
Arbitration Rules: 

[brief description of the dispute] 

The arbitral tribunal shall consist of [a sole arbitrator][three arbitrators]. The 
place of arbitration shall be [specify place]. The language to be used in the 
arbitral proceedings shall be [specify language]. The dispute shall be decided 
in accordance with the law of [specify jurisdiction].64 

63 https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/arbitration/. 
64 https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/arbitration/. 
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For any arbitration agreement to be valid, it has to be a clear demonstration of the parties’ 

consent to take their dispute to arbitration, to the exclusion of national courts. Arbitration 

agreements must also meet the requirements of Article II NYC: (1) agreements must be in 

writing; (2) about differences, which have or may arise between the parties, regarding a defined 

legal relationship (contractual or not); and (3) regarding subject-matter, capable of settlement 

by arbitration (arbitrability requirement). It is now accepted that most IP disputes are indeed 

arbitrable.65 

Arbitration proceedings 

Arbitration is more formal than mediation. International businesses find international 

commercial arbitration particularly appealing, because it gives the parties (and their legal 

teams) almost complete control over the proceedings (preserving only minimum due process 

safeguards). Arbitral proceedings are one of the clearest examples of transnational law as it is 

the arbitration community that has devised a set of procedural rules that transcend the particular 

characteristics of common law v civil law systems. International arbitration now has its own 

character, which endorses party autonomy. For parties to truly exercise their autonomy 

however, they should be familiar with the process and be equal to the opposing party in their 

negotiation position (at least at the time of the contract formation). 

Absent parties’ agreement, arbitral tribunals conduct arbitral proceedings with great discretion. 

Soft law such as the IBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence in International Arbitration (2010)66 

offer great guidance to arbitral tribunals operating in the transnational arena. Here arbitral 

tribunals do not act as common law courts (adversarial approach) or civil law courts 

65 See pages xx-yy (section 2.3). 
66 International Bar Association (IBA), is a professional body, which has issued several codes of practice, that are 
well accepted by the arbitration community as good practice. 
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(inquisitorial approach), but instead, conduct the proceedings in an effective manner, which 

will result in a speedy and efficient resolution of the dispute (Redfern and Hunter, 2015). 

Arbitrators will therefore accept written submissions, hear oral evidence (witnesses), collect 

written evidence, and consult experts, if necessary. When needed, arbitrators can seek 

assistance from the courts at the seat of arbitration (lex (loci) arbitri); for example, when third 

parties are ordered to do something, i.e. instructed action (witnesses or freezing orders). 

Outcome of arbitration 

Arbitrators make their decision in writing, an arbitral award. An arbitral award is similar to a 

court decision in that it will be the arbitrators dictating the terms under which one party has 

prevailed over the other, either fully or partially. Unlike mediation, arbitration results in an 

arbitral tribunal ‘declaring the outcome of the dispute.’ The result is an enforceable award, 

which means, that a party that has lost its case, can be forced to satisfy the award by the courts 

at the place of enforcement. 

Arbitration is often called a ‘one-stop-shop’ because the arbitral award is final and binding. 

This means that there are no appeal mechanisms to appellate arbitral tribunals which would 

allow the losing party to trial their case anew. Instead, a losing party can only challenge an 

arbitral award for limited reasons, as set out in the arbitral law at the seat of arbitration. For 

example, if arbitration took place in London, the seat of arbitration was the UK, and the 

Arbitration Act 1996 (lex (loci) arbitri) would dictate the scope of its reviews in Sections 67-

69.67 

67 Similarly, UNCITRAL ML Art.34. 
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In brief, arbitral awards will not survive a challenge, if the parties’ agreement has not been 

honoured by the arbitral tribunal (i.e. there is no jurisdiction to hear the dispute, as decided), 

or if the tenets of due process have been violated (either the parties’ right to be heard has been 

violated or the arbitral tribunal was not independent or impartial). In general, courts will not 

review the evidence or merits of a case which has been decided by arbitral tribunals. State 

judges do not have the power to check whether the arbitrators got it right. Courts will, however, 

safeguard the application of mandatory domestic rules and public policy preservation 

(including arbitrability).68 

Stakeholder’s perspectives: an evaluation and recommendations 

All ADR methods are based on consent. Party autonomy and relative equality are integral to 

ADR success. If the parties are not of equal power, it is argued here, the system will serve the 

stronger party. The literature posits that artists have less negotiation power than record labels 

(De Orchis 2015; Ormsbee 2011; Scamman 2008). This has been confirmed empirically 

(Potočnik 2019-20), and leads to some important considerations: (1) access to finance and legal 

support is unequal; (2) which results in the unequal understanding of the legal and business 

complexities of music disputes; and (3) artists will have the ‘fear of losing out’ and this will 

lead to a chilling effect for artists thinking of actioning a legal dispute. 

Overall, it is argued here, that in music disputes ADR methods are to be preferred over 

traditional court litigation. On balance however, it is further argued that international 

arbitration is better suited for record labels (and other business organisations in the music 

industry), whereas individual artists (and smaller organisations) will benefit more from 

mediation (Ormsbee 2011; Scamman 2008). Arbitration is a formal process, which offers great 

68 NYC Art.V. 
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flexibility on choices of applicable law, place of hearings and evidence taking. This flexibility 

is however not free (or cheap), especially in complex cases. At the same time, cross-border 

proceedings can be complex, and arbitrators will have to make a decision based on the 

applicable law within the terms of original submissions. Once initiated, the power of the 

decision rests with the arbitrators, unless the parties settle early. Arbitration also suffers from 

qualified confidentiality in that courts have a supervisory role over the final award. Court 

proceedings are public (unless an exception applies (i.e. trade secrets etc)). 

One of the oft lauded advantages of arbitration, over court litigation is the reduced cost of the 

legal fees attached. That does not mean that the arbitration cost is negligible. Particularly in 

complex cases, where both parties engage legal teams to advise them of their positions in the 

case; cases, where more than one arbitrator is appointed, and several oral hearings are needed, 

the cost of legal and arbitrators’ fees will be prohibitive to an emerging or individual artist, 

who is struggling to make a living from their work (Potočnik 2019-20). Additionally, the 

evidence taking procedure, although flexible and left to the agreement of the parties, will often 

be expensive, unless the parties agree on restricted evidentiary procedure from the start. To 

illustrate, international disputes will often involve parties, who speak different languages, and 

arbitrators from different countries. The cost of translation alone can be prohibitive for an 

individual, thinking of bringing forth their claim of IP infringement against a party, better 

established in the industry. 

The suitability of arbitration as a dispute settlement mechanism is not to be disregarded in 

complex international disputes, where IP rights span over numerous territories, or involve 

complex contractual arrangements of commercial exploitation of music works and related 

artists’ rights (image, merchandising, etc). Here, the appeal of international arbitration is clear, 
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as the law allows parties to select their decision maker(s); the law to be used for reaching the 

final outcome of the case; the evidentiary procedure;69 and the legal place of arbitration (‘the 

law of the seat’) which will suggest, which courts are to assist the arbitral tribunal, if necessary. 

Overall, in such cases and when handled by experienced arbitration practitioners, international 

arbitration is the preferred method over domestic court litigation. This is because of the ‘one 

stop shop’ nature of international arbitration, which means that there are no appeals 

proceedings in arbitration, rendering arbitration a faster solution. Unlike in domestic litigation, 

once the final decision has been made, the supervisory body (the courts at the seat or the place 

of enforcement) will not have the power to review the facts, evidentiary findings or merits of 

the case. Beyond the limited grounds for challenging an award, national courts do not have the 

power to check, ‘whether the arbitrators got it right.’ 

Mediation on the contrary, is less expensive, less formal, and completely confidential. Due to 

its nature, where mediators are facilitating the conversation and exchange between the parties, 

the imbalance in legal or business skill will not be as prevalent, and if the appointed mediator 

is a music expert, the independent artist will benefit from a more equal forum. Any concerns 

of the parties can be discussed confidentially with the mediator (in ‘caucus’), all with the aim 

of the final resolution of the dispute, acceptable to both parties. Without the confines of initial 

submissions, the mediator also has creative powers of suggesting imaginative solutions to the 

existing problems, thereby leading to ‘win-for-all’ settlements in the end. The cost of legal fees 

can be reduced substantially, as there is no need for a formal evidentiary procedure, or the 

involvement of several legal teams, over a prolonged period of time. Mediation is often 

restricted to a shorter period, when compared to an international arbitration (Blake et al 2018). 

69 Parties can choose a purely written procedure; or opt to add oral hearings; parties also have to discretion to limit 
the type of admissible evidence (documents, witnesses, or expert opinions). 
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Because mediation is a method of communication between the parties without a formal (and 

expensive) procedure attached to it, it is argued here that artists should always strive to have 

mediation clauses inserted in their contracts with the bigger players. These, as it is 

recommended here, golden tickets for future conversation, would override the power vacuum 

between the two parties, when it is only the artists, wishing to settle a dispute, and the record 

label avoiding the matter. Equally, a mediation clause could offer a way to renegotiate artists’ 

position in urgent situations, such as the Covid-19 pandemic. But, without an agreement there 

can be no mediation. In order for mediation to become the new industry standard for settlement 

of music disputes, it is recommended that professional bodies and organisations take a lead in 

promoting and facilitating mediation (e.g., the Incorporated Society of Musicians for the UK).70 

This could include (1) educating artists in the power of mediation; (2) recommending 

mediation as the industry standard; (3) using mediation in their own affairs (with the potential 

of combining mediation and arbitration in a tiered ADR clause (i.e. Med-Arb clause)); or (4) 

setting up funds, to cover artists’ expenses in mediation. 

70 The UK’s professional body for musicians and subject association for music. Other organisations to be 
considered: Association of Independent Music (AIM), which has members among the record labels and self-
releasing artists; or professional; Music Managers Forum (MMF) as the professional association for music 
managers; or the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI) (for a world-wide reach). 
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	parties, fromdifferentregionsof theworld?Which lawwillregulatean internationaltour?In order to addresssome of these questions, whileaccepting thelimitationsand costof domestic litigation, IP organisationsare focusing their effortsto highlightthebenefits of ‘out-of-court’ disputeresolution mechanisms, offering arangeof benefitsto thepartiesof thedispute. For example, theWorld IntellectualProperty Organization (WIPO) hasbeen actively promoting itsArbitration and Mediation Centre(established in 1994), thatoper
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	Willany ‘out-of-court’solution do?Alternativedisputeresolution (ADR) isan umbrellaterm which includesmediation and arbitration. Mediation isaformof ADR, which offerstheparties an ‘out-of-court’ forumto solvetheir disputewith theassistanceof aneutral, themediator. The approach issimilar to contractnegotiation, islessconfrontationaland isdistinctive for a ‘winfor-all’approach. Differently arbitration isamore formalform of ADR, wherean arbitrator (or atribunal), solvesadisputeon thefactsin frontof them, under 
	-

	In light of the foregoing, thischapter exploresthesuitabilityof mediation orarbitration for the settlement of musicdisputes, whilstalso drawing adistinction between thetwo ADR methods. ADRmechanismsare promoted (e.g. by WIPO) for numerousadvantages,including (1) a singleprocedure, or theso-called ‘one-stop-shop’approach;(2) party autonomy;(3) neutrality 
	5

	WIPO promotes these advantages specifically in IP disputes: . 
	https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/advantages.html

	of forum(as opposed to domesticcourts);(4) confidentiality of disputes(as opposed to the 
	publiccourt proceedings);(5) finality of awards(challengeto an award issubstantially limited when compared to appealsin litigation); and (6) easy enforceability of international awards under theNewYork Convention (1958)(NYC) ormediation agreements under theSingapore Convention (2018).
	6 

	Informed by empirical data,it is argued here that the general preference for ADR over traditionallitigation notwithstanding, therearefewerADR advantages forindividual artists (independents, not-signed talent), who lack the know-how in IP or contract law, or are unfamiliar with theADR process. Artistswho aresigned by TraditionalRecord Labels(TRL), aremorelikely to havetheinfrastructureand supportneeded to gain accessto ADR processes. To illustrate, an artist, who hasa recording contractwith aTRL, willhavethe
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	See pagesxx-yy (to insert areference,for theoldsections 4and5). Theempirical study waspossibleduetothesupportgivenwith theEarlyResearchAwardsSchemeat the University ofWolverhampton(ERAS):MetkaPotočnik, “BreakingMonopolies:aFeministApproachto IntellectualProperty Lawin theCreativeIndustries,”(September 2019 –August2020).Toillustratethelack ofdiversity: (1) Bainfoundforthe UK that“just over 14%ofwriters currently signed to publishersand justunder20%ofactssigned to labelsare female.”(2) Smith et al found that“
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	Caseloadhasrisenfrom47 casesin2009,to179 cases in2019(bringing thetotal toover 700 mediation, arbitration and expert determination cases, with most cases filed in recent years) .IPMediation,https://www.gov.uk/guidance/intellectual-property-mediation. 
	Caseloadhasrisenfrom47 casesin2009,to179 cases in2019(bringing thetotal toover 700 mediation, arbitration and expert determination cases, with most cases filed in recent years) .IPMediation,https://www.gov.uk/guidance/intellectual-property-mediation. 
	Caseloadhasrisenfrom47 casesin2009,to179 cases in2019(bringing thetotal toover 700 mediation, arbitration and expert determination cases, with most cases filed in recent years) .IPMediation,https://www.gov.uk/guidance/intellectual-property-mediation. 
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	https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/caseload.html
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	Musicdisputes 
	Musicdisputes 
	The glocal andtransnationalnature of music disputes 
	The glocal andtransnationalnature of music disputes 
	With theInternet, themusicindustry hasseen adrasticshiftin howitoperates(Stopps 2014). Users and artists have changed the waysin which they create, access, listen to and exchange musicalworks. Thechangein thecreativeenvironmenthas nothowever been matched with a changein the law relating to jurisdiction for disputes:themain protection of IPassets is still linked to territoriesof states. Thereisno single, ‘world’ or ‘global’IPright, which would cover an artist and her creativeworks. Assoon asan artist sharesh
	A recorded musical composition can be protected by varioustypes of copyright(separate copyright for themusicand lyricsto asong), sound recordings of thosemusical worksand their broadcast. For performers, asetof related, or neighbouring rightsisprovided. Because copyrightisaterritorialright(thereis no global copyright), laws regulating theextent of protection can differ substantially. This means the artist must carefully contemplate any contractual arrangements about the use of their rights and this will oft

	Contract disputes 
	Contract disputes 
	In order to engage with exclusive rights reserved for copyright owners (reproduction, distribution, communication to the public) users needpermission. Permissionsto accessIP protected worksaregranted either by purchaseor vialicences. When IPisassigned (i.e.transfer of title), theassigneebecomesthe newIPrightsholder. Licensesarecontracts, which givethird partiesthepermission fromtheIPrightsholder to usetheworksprotected by theIP. Licences willsetduration, terms of the use, remuneration, theterritory and excl

	Intellectualproperty disputes 
	Intellectualproperty disputes 
	In caseswherethereis no contractbetween musicians, or usersof particular music(i.e.a non-contractualdispute);or wherethereisan accusation of unlawfulcopying(i.e.IPinfringement dispute), IPlawwillplay an importantrole.Whether thereare unresolved issuesof copyright authorship/ownership;theextentof exclusiverightsor copyrightinfringement;therightsto the useof personality of theartists;or perhapstrademarksresulting fromaparticular artists’ brand, IP disputes are first, and foremost territorial. Although the phe
	BecauseIPrightsareterritorial, they areinnately linked to a State’ssovereignty and a States’ discretion to grantIPmonopoliesasper their policies.Although themusicindustry calls for 
	9

	theeffectiveresolution of disputes outsidetheconfinesof domesticcourts, IPdisputeshave 
	notalwaysbeen deemed right for settlement outside of thesupervisorycourtcontrol. Experts haveconsidered thisasa publicpolicy limitation in their discussionson “arbitrability” i.e. whether disputesin an areaof lawaresuitable for settlementby arbitration(Potočnik 2019; Cook and Garcia 2010). 
	Theterritorialnatureof IPrightsishowever no longer abarrier to ADR mechanismsof settling disputes. Itisnowaccepted in general, thatIPdisputesarearbitrable, which meansthatparties can solvetheir IPdisputeseffectively outsidetheconfines of domesticcourts. Thereisan importantlimitation to thisfreedom however, and thatisthatthe validity of anyIPrightwhich mustbe registered (n.b. copyrightis notaregistrableright)willnotbeaffectedby decisions made outside national In other words, decisionsmadeby arbitraltribunals
	10
	courtswith theeffectstowardsthird parties (Cook and Garcia 2010).
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	omnes).
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	AlthoughallWorldTrade Organization(WTO)MemberStatesareboundbythe minimum ofIPprotectionset in theAgreement onTradeRelatedAspectsof Intellectual PropertyRights(TRIPS),States haveamplediscretion to offer “more” protection in their domestic laws. 
	AlthoughallWorldTrade Organization(WTO)MemberStatesareboundbythe minimum ofIPprotectionset in theAgreement onTradeRelatedAspectsof Intellectual PropertyRights(TRIPS),States haveamplediscretion to offer “more” protection in their domestic laws. 
	9 




	Replacingthecourts:specialised institutions 
	Replacingthecourts:specialised institutions 
	Somecountrieswillhavespecialised institutions, such asIPtribunals or courts, dealing with IPdisputesseparately. Thereareatpresent no ‘creativeindustries’ or ‘music’courts, butthere aresomeindustry actorsthatwilloffer someforumsfor disputeresolution.For ADR of music 
	13

	Trademarksareregistrablerights(but someStates alsoprotect unregistered trade marks);patentsmustbe registered,togiveprotection.InSwitzerlandevenwith erga omnes effect:see PILArt.177 (disputesinvolving property). Forexample,if anarbitral tribunal findthat atrademarkisdescriptiveandinvalid, resultinginnoinfringement, thiswouldnot affect theentryof thismarkontheregister. Thevaliditycould only be done through an action for revocation,not adecisionbyanarbitraltribunal.Forexample,thereareseveral mediationcommercia
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	https://www.cedr.com
	https://www.cedr.com

	https://www.inta.org/resources/mediation

	disputes, partiesmay thereforewish to avoid ‘lay judges’ and instead employ experts at 
	specialised institutions, accustomed to dealing with IP disputes. The most experienced in this areaistheWIPOMediation and Arbitration Centre,which offersservicesof both mediation and arbitration. 
	14

	TheWIPOMediation and Arbitration Centre offersa number of ADR options. Themain benefitof WIPOADR proceedingsis theparticipation of expertsin IPmatters,which is not an expertiseallinternationalADR specialistswould share(Potočnik 2019).Moreover, WIPO hasrecently issued ADR Rulesand ModelClauses,which should help partiesavoid someof thecommon pitfalls of newcomersto ADR proceedings, in particular with an international element.Thisbuilds on recentincreasein technology and highly technical cases(patents), In the
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	which includeIPissues, administered by theWIPOMediation and Arbitration Centre.
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	. Potočnik empirically confirmed that international arbitratorsarenot that “comfortable”withIPlaw, but equally, they are flexible to learn its rules.(1) Mediation: WIPOMediationRules (“MR”) (Effective from1January2020); MediationModelClause, Rules(Effective from 1 January2020);ArbitrationModelClause,https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/arbitration/.In2019,therewere179 cases (from 40 casesin 2010), and they include disputes arising from: “licensing agreements(e.g.,trademarks,patents, copyright,software); rese
	14 
	https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/background.html
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	WIPO’s List of Neutrals: https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/neutrals/. 
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	https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/mediation/.(2)Arbitration:WIPOArbitration 
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	Disputesettlement throughagreement:mediation 
	Disputesettlement throughagreement:mediation 
	Notto beconfused with negotiations, conciliation or arbitration, mediation isa form of ADR proceedingswherepartiesto adisputeagreeto settletheir dispute by communicating to each other with theskilled assistance of amediator (a ‘neutral’)(Blake et al 2018).Mediators are independentand mustremain impartial, but unlikejudges or arbitrators, they willnothavea final say. Itisthepartiesthat will either agree on the form of settlement, or not.Mediation is also praised for enabling an imaginativeapproach to solutio

	Thelegalframework 
	Thelegalframework 
	Partiesarelegally bound by any agreementsmadein their ‘agreementto mediate’ (or mediation The process of mediation, when regulated, sources its rules either internationally or domestically. Internationally therearetwo legalinstrumentsavailable for countriesaiming to createamediation-friendly environment. First, theUNCommission for InternationalTradeand Commercehas prepared a ‘template’ or ‘modellaw’ on mediation To date, thirty-three countries have been influenced by the MML.
	contract/clause).
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	(UNCITRAL Mediation Model Law (MML)).
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	Thesecondrelevantlegaldevelopment fromtheperspectiveof themusicindustry, asa‘global’ or ‘glocal’industry, istheadoption of theSingapore Convention on Mediation in 2018.Ithas alwaysbeen stated thatthesuccess of internationalcommercialarbitrationcan beattributed 
	23
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	See pagesxx-yy (section4.2). UNCITRALModelLaw onInternationalCommercialMediation and International Settlement Agreements Resulting from Mediation, 2018 (amending the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Conciliation,2002).Statusregularly updated:https://uncitral.un.org/en/texts/arbitration/modellaw/commercial_conciliation/status. TheUnitedNations ConventiononInternationalSettlementAgreements ResultingfromMediation(2018). Seepages xx-yy (section5). 
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	States wishingto promote 
	to theeaseof enforcementunder NYC(Redfern and Hunter 2015).
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	internationalarbitration havesigned on to thestandardsofenforcement under NYC, and there arecurrently 165 signatory States. Untilrecently, mediation settlementagreements(“MSAs”) did nothavean equivalentlegalframework, making it moredifficultto getlegal recognition for any agreements reached in mediation proceedingswith an international element. Thishas nowchanged, and theSingapore Convention on Mediation hasalready fifty-twosignatories If NYCisany indication, thisMediation Convention isexpected to have many
	and fourparties.
	26 

	Stateswhich havenotadopted MML, havetheir own rules, and partieswishing to understand those, would need to consultthe domesticlegalframework separately. In theUnited Kingdom (UK), which hasnotfollowed theguidanceof MML, mediation isnotheavilyregulated(Wechs Hatanaka 2018). Some aspects of cross-border mediation are harmonised through the EU Mediation Directive, which containsthe rules on theenforceability of mediation agreements; confidentiality and limitation/prescription 
	periods.
	27 

	Thereisanother setof rulesthatpartiesareencouraged to befamiliar with when thinking of mediation. ADR Centres across the world have sought to help individuals and businesses wishing to make greater use of ADR mechanisms by drafting helpful mediation rules. 
	Seepages xx-yy (section5.4). 
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	The UN keeps records of the signatories and entry into force: .Directive2008/52/EC oftheEuropeanParliament and oftheCouncil of21May2008 oncertain aspectsof mediationincivil and commercial matters(OJL136,24 May 2008).Situation afterBrexit,is due to its uncertainty, not contemplated. 
	https://treaties.un.org/pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXII-4&chapter=22&clang=_en
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	ExamplesincludeMediation Rulesby the InternationalChamber of Commerce (ICC);or 
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	WIPOMediation Rules, specifically for IP disputes.These rules will apply onlyif both partiesagreeto their application. 
	29

	Access to mediation 
	Access to mediation 
	Mediation can only begin if thetwo partiesin alegaldisputeagreeto solvethisdisputethrough mediation. Theagreementcan bemadeeither beforethe disputearises(Mediation Agreement (MA) for futuredisputes);or alternatively, partiescan agreeto settletheir disputein mediation after the dispute hasalready arisen (Mediation Submission Agreement(MSA)).Whenan agreementhasnotbeen madeyet, partiescan requestthemediation to startthrough theWIPO Centre(UnilateralRequest for Mediation(URM)).Herethecasewillproceedonlyif the o
	30
	31

	Mediation agreementsneed notbe overly formal, butin order to ensuretheir legaleffectiveness and avoid and issuesfor thefuture, itisrecommendedthatthepartiesfollowinstitutionalmodel clauses. To illustrate, WIPOoffersaclear ModelMA, which isto beinserted in themainlegal agreement (i.e.the main contract), 
	Any dispute, controversy or claim arising under, out of or relating to this contract and any subsequentamendments of thiscontract, including, without limitation, its formation, validity, binding effect, interpretation, performance, breach or termination, aswellasnon-contractualclaims, shallbesubmitted to mediation in accordance with the WIPO Mediation Rules. The place of mediation shallbe[specify place]. Thelanguageto be used in themediation 
	shall be [specify language].
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	Effectivefrom1January2014. Seesection 4.3. WIPOMRArt.3. WIPOMRArt.4.Formprovidedonline,https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/mediation/. https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/mediation/.WIPOalso offersa modelMSA and URM. 
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	Mediationproceedings 
	Mediationproceedings 
	Mediation proceedingsareinformal and confidential. WIPOMediation Ruleshave only a handful of provisions that will set some procedural rules, but only in the broadest terms. Proceedingsarefacilitated and organised by themediator (with theassistanceof theADR 
	Centreif agreed by theparties)and allmediatorsmustbeindependent, neutral,and impartial.
	33 

	Mediation proceedingswillbegin oncetheRequest for Mediation hasbeen sentto theADR Centreby theparty who hasinitiated the proceedings.Afterconsentisestablished, theparties must appointamediator.If they find it useful, morethan onemediator can beappointed. Particularly in musicdisputesitisrecommended they also beexpertsin IP law, and if possible, musicalexperts(i.e.musicologists or on thebusinessof music).When partiesfailto agreeon a mediator in an effectivemanner, theADR Centremight havetheappointing authori
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	Onceamediator isin place, aschedule of meetingsisto beagreed with theparties.Parties can choose to be represented in the mediation meetings but legal representation is not mandatory.If thepartiesdo notagreespecifically on howto conducttheproceedings, the mediator has the discretion to conduct the proceedings as they find appropriate and in Both themediator, and theparties, havethe 
	37
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	accordanceto theapplicableMediation Rules.
	39 
	duty to cooperate and conductthe mediation as expeditiously as possible.
	40 

	WIPOMRArt.8;also,agroundtorefusereliefundertheSingaporeConventiononMediationArt.5(1)(e). WIPOMRArt.6. WIPOproceduredetailedin WIPOMRArt.7. WIPOMRArt.7(a)(v),(b). WIPOMRArt.13(referringtoatimetableforsubmissions). WIPOMRArt.9. . . 
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	WIPOMRArt.10
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	WIPOMRArt.11

	Mediators usually havetheauthority to meetwith partiesin privatesessions, which willremain confidential(Blake et al So-called caucus sessionsarealso available under WIPO Mediation Rules, whichexpressly stipulatethattheinformation shared with themediator in separatemeetingsisnotto bedisclosed to theother party, and isto remain confidential, unless express agreement to the contrary has been made.
	2018).
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	Outcome of mediation 
	Outcome of mediation 
	A successful mediation ends with the parties’ agreement. This is not the same as a court decision or an arbitralaward. Mediatorscannotimposetheir judgement on theparties. Instead, itisthewillof thepartiesto reach asettlement regardingtheir futurelegalrelationship. The binding nature of MSA originateswith theparties’ having madean agreement. This resultis often referred to asa‘mediation settlement’ or ‘asettlementagreement.’ Courtswillhowever assistwith theenforcement of theseagreements,when one of thesettle
	world.
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	If mediation fails, all documentation or communication from the mediation proceedings remainsconfidential cannotbeused in subsequentarbitration or litigation.Itisalso worth stating thatany party can terminatemediation proceedingswithoutany risk to itslegalposition at any time. Allinformation fromafailed mediation must remain confidential. Under some 
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	. . Inpractice, it is helpfulto have accessto courtenforcementproceedingsin any State where the debtormight have assetswhich could be sold to satisfy any outstanding debt.WIPOMRArts15-19. 
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	WIPOMRArt.12
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	WIPOMRArt.12
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	rules, termination of amediation mustbe donein writing.Whenthepartiesaremediating in 
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	theUKtherearedistinctobligationswhen mediating on thereferralof thecourtsand some importantcostimplicationsreinforcetheparties’ good faith obligation to attemptto mediate 
	earnestly(De Girolamo 2016).
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	Disputesettlement throughprivate courts:arbitration 
	Disputesettlement throughprivate courts:arbitration 
	Arbitration isanother form of ADR, which sitsbetween themoreinformalmediation on the onehand and the formallitigation in frontof domesticcourts on theother hand. Therearea number of distinctadvantagesto arbitration, and in particular internationalarbitration, butthere arealso somespecificswhichmightmakeitlessaccessibleto individualartists. Arbitration is built on party autonomy which leads directly to greater flexibility to design arbitration proceedings. Thiscan however only bedoneeffectively if both parti
	Thelegalframework 
	Thelegalframework 
	There are distinctlegalsourcesin arbitration, which have clear hierarchy amongstthem. The first, and the mostimportantlegal sourceisthe parties’ agreementto arbitrate.Theparties’ autonomy isthecorner stoneto every arbitration and can only belimited in casesof mandatory rules (Cook and Garcia 2010;Redfern and Hunter, 2015), such as rules for challenging an arbitrator for conflict ofinterestor challenging anaward.Thesecond legal sourceare arbitralrules, whichthepartieshaveagreed to use. Partiescan chooseto ha
	47
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	WIPOMRArt.19(iii). Partiesshould attempta good faith mediation,atthe risk of cost sanctions: Halsey vMilton Keynes General NHSTrust [2004] EWCA(Civ) 576; [2004] 1WLR3002. See pagesxx-yy (crossreference to the oldsection5.2). Section 24 Arbitration Act1996. Sections67-69 Arbitration Act 1996. 
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	prepared for application in individualcases(i.e. ad hocarbitration). Examples ofinstitutional 
	rulesincludeLCIA Rules;ICC Rules;WIPORules;AAARulesor SIAC Rules,to name but a few. The oft used ad hoc arbitration rules are UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules (Redfern and Hunter, 
	50 
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	2015).
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	Thethird legalsourcein arbitration arethe domesticlawsattheplaceofarbitration (lex(loci) arbitri)(Cook and Garcia2010).Also known asthe‘lawof theseat,’thesearethedomestic legalruleson (international) arbitrationatthelegalplaceof arbitration. Theplaceof arbitration, or the‘seat’ isoften chosen by thepartiesin their arbitration agreement.This law hashad its roledecreased over theyears, butcontinuesto beimportant (1) in itsapplication to domestic arbitration; (2) asasupportmechanismto internationalarbitration,
	56
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	The final legal source in arbitration, which most authorities count as pivotal to the overwhelming success of international commercial arbitration sincethe 1960s, isthe NYC.This convention sets the minimum standard of the enforcement and recognition of foreign 
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	London CourtofInternationalArbitration,Arbitration Rules(2014). International Chamber of Commerce,ArbitrationRules (2017). See references at note14. American Arbitration Association(AAA) CommercialArbitration RulesandMediation Procedures(2013). SingaporeInternationalArbitration Centre (SIAC)Arbitration Rules(2017). UNCITRALArbitrationRules(asamendedin2010). Section 3 Arbitration Act1996. UNCITRALModelLaw onInternationalCommercialArbitration(1985,withamendmentsin2006). If parties choose the legalseatoftheira
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	arbitralawards. Thismeansthatin mostcasesdecisions rendered by internationalcommercial 
	arbitraltribunalsunder avalid arbitration agreementassetin ArticleII NYCwillberecognised in any ratifying country.Domesticcourts do nothavetheflexibility to imposebarriers or obstaclesto enforcement, if theseare notlisted in NYC. Comparativelyitiseasier to get satisfaction on an arbitral award than a foreign courtjudgement.Thisisbecausethereis no comparable multilateral convention, which would simplify the recognition and enforcement 
	60
	procedure for foreign court decisions.
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	Access to arbitration 
	Access to arbitration 
	An arbitration can only takeplaceif thepartiesagreeto entrusttheir disputestoan independent and impartial tribunal totheexclusion of thejurisdiction of courts. Therearetwo ways of establishing consentin arbitration: firstly, beforethe disputehasarisen (i.e.for future disputes, viaanarbitration clause);or alternatively, after thedisputearose(i.e.a submission agreement). 
	Thecontent of submission agreementswillbecomplex and willinvolvetechnicaland detailed legaldrafting on thepartof both (all) partiesinvolved. In contrast, arbitration agreements for futuredisputesareusually donein brief formand will rarely extend beyond aparagraph or two. Allarbitration agreementsare valid, when partiesagreeto taketheir disputeto arbitration 
	(i.e. finality of arbitration), to theexclusion of national Arbitration clausesarecommon in internationalcommercial contracts (Redfern and Hunter, 2015), butarenotalwayscarefully planned or negotiated. Thatisdifferentwith submission agreements, which aremoredifficultto negotiate, asthepartiesarealready in alegaldispute (Redfern and Hunter 2015). 
	courts(Redfern and Hunter, 2015).
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	ContractingStates:http://www.newyorkconvention.org/countries. Thereisanexceptioninthe EU,with courtdecisionsofdomesticcourtsofEUMemberStatesbeing easily recognizedandenforcedunder therules of theBrussels Regulation1215/2012.NYC Art.II. 
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	Having learned from past cases, arbitral institutions offer a number of model arbitration 
	clauses. Any party newto arbitration proceedingsisstrongly encouraged to consult amodel 
	clauseof an institution in order to minimisetherisk of an invalid arbitration agreement. WIPO 
	offers the following Model Arbitration Clause, 
	Any dispute, controversy or claim arising under, out of or relating to this contract and any subsequentamendments of thiscontract, including, without limitation, its formation, validity, binding effect, interpretation, performance, breach or termination, aswell as non-contractual claims, shallbe referred to and finally determined by arbitration in accordancewith theWIPOArbitration Rules. Thearbitraltribunalshallconsistof [asolearbitrator][threearbitrators]. Theplace of arbitration shallbe[specify place]. Th
	or claimshallbedecided in accordancewith thelawof [specify jurisdiction].
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	One of thepeculiarities of themusicindustry, or more broadly, IPdisputesin generalisthat 
	often thedisputing partieswillnotbein aprior contractual relationship. Whereasthatis not 
	common in international commercial arbitration generally, IPinfringementclaimswilloften 
	occur outside of, or separate fromany contractual relationships. In thosecases, theWIPO’s 
	recommendation for abrief form of Submission Agreementisuncharacteristicwhen compared 
	to other institutional rules, yet a welcome instrument to parties newto music arbitration: 
	We, the undersigned parties, hereby agreethatthe following disputeshallbe referred to and finally determined by arbitration in accordancewith theWIPO Arbitration Rules: 
	[brief description of the dispute] 
	Thearbitraltribunalshall consistof [asolearbitrator][threearbitrators]. The place of arbitration shallbe[specify place]. Thelanguageto beused in the arbitralproceedingsshallbe[specify language]. Thedisputeshallbedecided 
	in accordance with the law of [specify jurisdiction].
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	/. /. 
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	https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/arbitration
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	https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/arbitration

	For any arbitration agreementto be valid, ithasto beaclear demonstration of theparties’ 
	consentto taketheir disputeto arbitration, to theexclusion of national courts. Arbitration agreementsmust also meetthe requirements of Article II NYC: (1) agreementsmustbein writing;(2) aboutdifferences, which have or may arisebetween theparties, regarding adefined legalrelationship (contractualor not);and(3) regarding subject-matter, capableof settlement by arbitration (arbitrability requirement).Itis nowaccepted that mostIPdisputesareindeed 
	arbitrable.
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	Arbitrationproceedings 
	Arbitrationproceedings 
	Arbitration is more formal than mediation. International businesses find international commercial arbitration particularly appealing, becauseitgivesthe parties(and their legal teams) almostcompletecontrol over the proceedings(preserving only minimum due process safeguards). Arbitralproceedingsare one of theclearestexamples of transnationallawasitis thearbitration community thathasdevised asetof proceduralrulesthattranscend theparticular characteristics of common law v civillawsystems. International arbitrat
	Absentparties’ agreement,arbitraltribunalsconductarbitralproceedingswith greatdiscretion. Softlawsuch asthe IBA Ruleson theTaking of Evidencein InternationalArbitration (2010)offer great guidanceto arbitral tribunals operating in thetransnational arena. Herearbitral tribunals do not act as common law courts (adversarial approach) or civil law courts 
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	See pagesxx-yy (section2.3). International Bar Association(IBA),is aprofessional body,whichhasissuedseveral codesofpractice,thatare wellacceptedbythearbitrationcommunityasgoodpractice. 
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	(inquisitorial approach), butinstead, conductthe proceedingsin an effectivemanner, which 
	will resultin aspeedy and efficientresolution of thedispute(Redfern and Hunter, 2015). Arbitratorswillthereforeacceptwritten submissions, hear oralevidence(witnesses), collect written evidence, and consult experts, if necessary. When needed, arbitrators can seek assistance fromthecourtsattheseatof arbitration (lex(loci) arbitri);for example,when third partiesare ordered to do something, i.e.instructed action(witnesses or freezing orders). 

	Outcome of arbitration 
	Outcome of arbitration 
	Arbitrators maketheir decision in writing, an arbitralaward. An arbitral award is similar to a courtdecision in thatit willbethearbitratorsdictating theterms under which oneparty has prevailed over theother, either fully or partially. Unlikemediation, arbitration resultsin an arbitral tribunal ‘declaring the outcome of thedispute.’The resultisan enforceableaward, which means, thataparty thathaslostitscase, can be forced to satisfy theaward by thecourts at the place of enforcement. 
	Arbitration isoften called a‘one-stop-shop’becausethearbitral award isfinal and binding. Thismeansthatthereare no appealmechanismsto appellatearbitraltribunalswhich would allowthelosing party to trialtheir caseanew. Instead, alosing party can only challengean arbitral award for limited reasons, as set outin thearbitrallawattheseat of arbitration. For example, if arbitration took place in London, the seat of arbitration was the UK, and the Arbitration Act1996 (lex (loci) arbitri) would dictatethescope of its
	-
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	Similarly,UNCITRALMLArt.34

	In brief, arbitralawardswillnotsurviveachallenge, if theparties’ agreementhas notbeen 
	honoured by thearbitraltribunal(i.e.thereis no jurisdiction to hear thedispute, asdecided), or if thetenetsof due processhavebeen violated (either theparties’ rightto beheard hasbeen violated or thearbitraltribunal was notindependent or impartial). In general, courtswillnot review the evidence or merits of a case which has been decided by arbitral tribunals. State judgesdo nothavethepower to check whether thearbitratorsgotitright. Courtswill,however, safeguard the application of mandatory domestic rules and
	arbitrability).
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	Stakeholder’sperspectives: anevaluation and recommendations 
	AllADR methodsarebased on consent. Partyautonomy and relativeequality areintegralto ADR success. If thepartiesare notof equalpower, itisargued here, thesystemwillservethe stronger party. Theliterature positsthat artistshaveless negotiation power than record labels (De Orchis 2015; Ormsbee 2011; Scamman 2008). This has been confirmed empirically (Potočnik 2019-20), and leadsto someimportantconsiderations:(1) accessto financeand legal supportis unequal;(2) which resultsin the unequalunderstanding of thelegal 
	Overall, it is argued here, that in music disputes ADR methods are to be preferred over traditional court litigation. On balance however, it is further argued that international arbitration isbetter suited for record labels(and other business organisationsin themusic industry), whereas individual artists (and smaller organisations) will benefit more from mediation(Ormsbee2011;Scamman 2008). Arbitration isaformalprocess, which offers great 
	NYC Art.V. 
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	flexibility on choicesof applicablelaw, placeof hearingsand evidencetaking. Thisflexibility 
	is however not free (or cheap), especiallyin complex cases. Atthesametime, cross-border proceedings can be complex, and arbitrators will have to make a decision based on the applicable law within the terms of original submissions. Once initiated, the power of the decision restswith thearbitrators, unlessthepartiessettleearly.Arbitration also suffersfrom qualified confidentiality in that courtshave a supervisory role over thefinal award. Court proceedings are public (unless an exception applies (i.e.trade se
	One of the oftlauded advantages of arbitration, over courtlitigation isthereduced costof the legalfeesattached. Thatdoes notmean thatthearbitration costisnegligible. Particularly in complex cases, where both partiesengagelegalteamsto advisethem of their positionsin the case;cases, wheremorethan onearbitrator isappointed, andseveraloralhearingsareneeded, thecostof legal and arbitrators’ feeswillbe prohibitiveto an emerging or individual artist, who isstruggling to makealiving fromtheirwork (Potočnik 2019-20)
	Thesuitability of arbitration asadisputesettlementmechanismis notto bedisregarded in complex internationaldisputes, whereIPrightsspan over numerousterritories, or involve complex contractual arrangements of commercial exploitation of music works and related artists’ rights(image, merchandising, etc). Here, theappealof internationalarbitration isclear, 
	Thesuitability of arbitration asadisputesettlementmechanismis notto bedisregarded in complex internationaldisputes, whereIPrightsspan over numerousterritories, or involve complex contractual arrangements of commercial exploitation of music works and related artists’ rights(image, merchandising, etc). Here, theappealof internationalarbitration isclear, 
	asthelawallowspartiesto selecttheir decision maker(s);thelawto beused for reaching the finaloutcomeof thecase;theevidentiary procedure;and thelegalplaceof arbitration (‘the lawof theseat’) which willsuggest, which courtsareto assistthearbitraltribunal, if necessary. Overall, in such casesand when handled by experienced arbitration practitioners, international arbitration isthe preferred method over domesticcourtlitigation. Thisisbecause of the ‘one stop shop’ nature of international arbitration, which means
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	Mediation on thecontrary, islessexpensive, less formal, and completely confidential. Dueto its nature, wheremediatorsarefacilitating theconversation and exchangebetween theparties, theimbalancein legalor businessskillwillnotbeasprevalent, and if theappointed mediator isamusicexpert, theindependentartistwillbenefitfromamoreequalforum. Any concerns of thepartiescan bediscussed confidentiallywith themediator (in ‘caucus’), allwith theaim of thefinalresolution of thedispute, acceptableto both parties. Withoutth
	Partiescan chooseapurely written procedure;oroptto add oralhearings;partiesalso have to discretion to limit the type of admissible evidence (documents, witnesses, or expert opinions). 
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	Becausemediation isamethod of communication between thepartieswithouta formal(and expensive) procedureattached to it, itisargued herethat artistsshould alwaysstriveto have mediation clauses inserted in their contracts with the bigger players. These, as it is recommended here, golden ticketsfor futureconversation,would overridethepower vacuum between thetwo parties, when itisonly theartists, wishing to settleadispute, and the record labelavoiding thematter. Equally, amediation clausecould offer away to reneg
	, theIncorporated Society of Musicians for theUK).
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	The UK’s professional body for musicians and subject association for music. Other organisations to be considered:AssociationofIndependentMusic(AIM),whichhasmembers among the record labels and self-releasing artists; orprofessional; MusicManagersForum(MMF) astheprofessional associationformusic managers;orthe International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI) (for a world-widereach). 
	70 
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